WORDPLAY

Vocabulary

“She persisted”
Gina Chavez

Associated Audio

“She persisted” Gina Chavez

A2 level words

church- noun, a building used for Christian religious ceremonies
history- noun, past events or the study of past events
lies- verb, to say or write something that is not true
repeat- verb, to happen or do again
rock- verb, (informal) to affect or influence someone or something powerfully
turn- noun, an opportunity or responsibility to do or use something before or after other people

B1 level words

nasty- adjective, indecent and offensive
realize- verb, to understand or become aware (of something)
tear- verb, to separate (something) into parts by cutting it
truth- noun, the real facts about something, something that is true

B2 level words

deny- verb, to say that something is not true
devil- noun, the most powerful spirit of evil in Christianity, Judaism, and Islam who is often represented as the ruler of hell
nevertheless- adverb, in spite of what has just been said
starve- verb, suffer and die from lack of food
shut up- phrasal verb (informal) often used as a rude way to tell someone to stop talking

C2 level words

persist- verb, to continue to do something or to try to do something even though it is difficult or other people want you to stop
persistent- adjective, continuing beyond the usual, expected
resistance- noun, refusal to accept something new or different
revolving door- noun, a situation in which the same events or problems continue to happen
feeding lies- idiom, to tell someone lies
hands are tied- idiom, unable to act freely